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Iwas fascinated to read about the current
New York lawsuit involving Network

Associates, alleged to have used illegal non-
disclosure clauses in its software licensing
agreements. The suggestion, you may recall, is
that customers were prevented from publish-
ing benchmark tests and highlighting potential
flaws in the products concerned without prior
permission of the supplier — possibly an
infringement of their right to free speech.

Am I surprised that Network Associates
is being accused of using restrictive clauses
in its licenses? No. Are they the only ven-
dor that uses such clauses? Absolutely not.
Am I amazed that it has taken so long for
such behavior to come to the attention of
someone as influential as the New York
State Attorney? Definitely.

Whatever the rights and wrongs of this par-
ticular case (and however it is resolved, it will
not be great publicity for Network Associates),
it is only one symptom of a software indus-
try that has employed bullying tactics
against its loyal customers for several years.

Coming from a research background, I
am well aware of the extent to which many
suppliers will obstruct independent product
analysis. All too often, the marketing and
public relations professionals, ostensibly
there to improve the flow of product infor-
mation, choose instead to be obstructive or
to “bad-mouth” the analysts involved in any
report that shows the vendor in a bad light.

Maybe that is an occupational hazard for
researchers (we have broad shoulders!), but

corporate users are in a different position.
Not only do they have the means to stress-
test products and to conduct benchmarks
based on real every day workloads; they also
have a duty to their employers to carry out
these tests in an open environment.
Additionally, in view of the amount of infor-
mation sharing that takes place across the
Internet today, it is hardly surprising that
users want to make this precious information
available to colleagues in other companies.

Ironically, large corporations have probably
suffered more from the restrictive practices
of independent software vendors than their
counterparts in smaller enterprises. This is
simply because the larger customers are
working at the more specialized end of the
market, with limited product choice and
even more limited sales outlets. However,
even at the commodity end of the business,
vendors such as Microsoft are often accused
of adopting a dictatorial approach to the
implementation and use of their software.

Well, attitudes within the industry are
changing fast. In a world where the free
exchange of information is just an email
away, customers quickly cut down to size
those vendors with unrealistic demands
about product assessments.

What interests me is that the Network
Associates case has broader implications.
The issue here is about benchmarks and
technical flaws. However, what if legal
rulings force vendors to accept not just the
exchange of technical information, but of

financial information, too. A whole sub-
industry has grown up around mainframe
software acquisition. Such is the complexity
of charging in this area that many main-
frame users do not know how much they
actually pay for their products: how the
costs break down between hardware, soft-
ware, maintenance and support, and over
what period of time. But worse than that,
those who do know the precise details are
prevented by some ISVs from discussing
them outside the company. Most users think
they are getting a good deal, but do not really
know what anyone else is paying!

Perhaps it is time that enterprise IT users
enjoyed greater freedom of speech in all
aspects of product evaluation and acquisi-
tion. Products such as IBM’s recently
announced z800 and z/OS.e are aimed at a
broader user base than the large S/390-based
data center. They are intended for users who
expect low prices, out-of-the-box simplicity
and a lively debate with other users (whether
face to face, via the Internet or through the
pages of news-stand magazines).

Surely, what is good enough for the
smaller IT user is good enough for the large
enterprise, too.  
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